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01 Why dictate?

Save time
On average, people can speak 7 times faster than they can write. Dictation can save
you a lot of time. Dictate just 10 letters and you’ll save a whole hour in time!

02

Concentrate on your core competency
Don’t waste your energy on typing and formatting. Dictation allows you to focus on
your core competencies. This will save you and your organization time and money.

03

Be more flexible
You can dictate anytime, anywhere and have your files sent immediately to your
office for transcription. You can dictate whilst driving to work in the morning for
example, and get work done even before you arrive in the office.

04

Organize your work
Using the SpeechExec dictation software you can quickly categorize and organize
your thoughts, work or letters.

05

Improve your speech
Studies have shown that dictating can improve your short-term memory,
pronunciation and general speech quality.
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In other words – dictation allows you to increase your productivity & efficiency,
saving you time and money.

03/ start your recording
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Benefits of dictation
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02 Before you start dictating

Hold the hand-held digital voice recorder approximately 10cm (or 3 inches) from your lips.
Do not hold it beneath your chin (or near your forehead), as this will affect the sound quality.
Do not let the microphone touch your lips, and turn the device off when you are not speaking.
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Hold the device correctly

Prepare an outline

Example of an outline for a letter
Subject

Invoice Reminder

03/ start your recording

This can be in form of a few notes on a paper or only in your mind. Make sure you have a
clear idea of what you want to say before you start your recording. Have any documents with
figures or other information you want to quote in your recording easily available.

Recipient’s name & address Amanda Reed, Company X, Sunny Lane 123, Brighton, UK
Supplied 150 posters in May for company event

Invoice number

773499

Please pay by

19.09.

Example of an outline for an email
Title

Last Week’s Project Meeting

Recipients’ names

Sam Johnson, Robert Peterson, Laura King

Summary of the meeting

Point 1: Project phase 1 has been moved forward to the 12th of September.
Point 2: Error on page 49. Instead of $45,360 it should read $45,560

Conclusion:

Next meeting 15th July
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Context
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02

Pronunciation
Pronounce words normally, do not over-enunciate. Try to refrain from speaking in a
dialect and using colloquial or slang words. Be careful not to let your voice drop when
saying short words such as the, that, a, or an, and spell out any difficult names or words.

03

Structure
Make sure you pronounce words clearly and structure your sentences in a clear,
orderly way. It helps if your recording has a beginning, middle and an end.

04

Concentration
Dictating will require more concentration than casual speaking or even writing. It is
therefore recommended you record in a quiet room, without any distractions. Turn
all other electronic devices such as mobile phones off whilst you are recording.

05

Eliminate undesired noises
Refrain from habits such as eating, drinking, smoking and chewing gum whilst
recording. Try not to click your tongue or make “um” noises between words.
Eliminate any background noises such as music coming from a radio, as this may
confuse the speech recognition software or transcriptionist.

06

Absence of body language
Whilst recording you need to remember that the other person/machine cannot
see you. Refrain from using any gestures that affect the message of your recording.
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Pace & Volume
Many people mistakenly believe that dictating means speaking slowly and loudly. Imagine
you were speaking to a friend who is standing close to you. Speak naturally at a normal
pace, without pausing between words. If you speak too quickly or slowly the secretary
or speech recognition software may not recognize what you want to say.

03/ start your recording
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Speaking Tips
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Complicated names and words should be spelt out, so secretaries can type them out
correctly and punctuation should always be indicated. Particular attention should also be
paid to numbers. This means for example saying “one thousand”, rather than thousand,
“zero”, rather than “o” and “one eight”, rather than eighteen.
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Dictating with a
secretary/transcriptionist

Thinking about what is said before dictation begins is the key to ensuring the smooth flow
of words. This illuminates confusing hesitations such as “ehhhrs”. At the beginning of each
dictation the type of document, the recipient and how the document should be sent out
needs to be specified. Secretaries should be told whether a draft is needed beforehand.

But technique is not the only key to success. A friendly disposition always helps. A dictation
can be started with “hello” and the secretary greeted by name. The speaker may also want
to identify him or herself. Politeness is especially important when dictating instructions and
secretaries will always appreciate a sincere thank you at the end of each dictation.
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Formatting is easy. Individual words or phrases or entire paragraphs need to be distinguished
clearly from the actual dictation text and specific instructions given on how to handle them.
The command also needs to be de-activated after formatting has been applied.
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Directions are probably the easiest way of making use of dictation. Recording a direction is
nothing else but having a time displaced dialog with your assistant.
a. Directions

02/ before you start dictating

Dictation samples –
Directions and Instructions

„Hi Sally, please do me a favor and send a copy of the draft of the contract to Bill from A-Law
Firm. Please ask Bill to have a look at the draft as a preparation of next week’s meeting. You will
find the draft in our Document Management System in the X versus Y matter.

And finally please have our IT staff have a look at my Laptop. My G3 card does not function
properly. They can pick it up during lunch today. I will need it back at 3pm.
Thanks and have a good day.”

b. Setting up an appointment

Thanks a lot!”

b. Setting up an appointment
„Hi Sally. Please do me a favor and book a flight and limo for my meeting in Paris next Wednesday. I have
to be in our client’s office at 12.00pm local time. The meeting will approximately last for 3 hours. Please
send me a mail with all data and save everything in my outlook. Thanks a lot.”

Always show respect towards your transcriptionist
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„Hi Sally, please call our client John. Smith – the matter is Smith v. Johnson – and set up a telephone
conference for next Tuesday, 12.00pm EST or Friday at 1.00pm EST. Please let him know, that the
other is now willing to negotiate. They want to settle the case out of court. I already sent him a
draft of the settlement. Please provide dial in data to our firm’s virtual conference room and set up
an appointment in my calendar.

03/ start your recording

Then please do me another favor and get in contact with Rick from our Missouri office. Ask him
if he can represent our firm at this legal network reception next week. In case he can’t make it,
please ask him, to delegate it to someone else.

When you dictate a text, your instructions should be as clear as possible. Use dictation commands
such as “full stop” so that your secretary does not have to come back to you with questions.
Now we want to introduce special techniques for dictating more complex text.
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Frequent Dictation Commands

Commands after “STOP”
in figures

Stop -

in capitals

Stop -

underline type

Stop -

spelled

Stop -

in words

Stop -

in bold type

If you have lengthy instructions to give,
distinguish them clearly from the dictation text
by saying “stop” followed by the instructions.
Before continuing the dictation text again, say
“Text”.

To indicate treatment of a word that is to be
underlined, capitalized or typed in bold print,
etc., simply say “stop”, and give the desired
command.
To cancel the command say:
”Stop – end of underline”,
“Stop – end of bold type”, etc.
Stop -

/centered/

text

Stop -

/three columns/

text

Stop -

/table according
to enclosure/

text

Stop -

/a column of figures/

text
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Stop -

Note: Instead of saying “stop” you can
simply change the tone of your voice or
address your secretary by name.
Text Corrections and Insertions
zero (not “o”)

0
1,000

one thousand (not thousand)

1977

nineteen seventy seven

3.18

three point one eight

12,700

twelve thousand seven hundred

Commands in sentence
(Punctuation)

Spelling alphabet
A Alpha

J

B Bravo

K Kilo

T Tango

. Full stop, point

,

C Charlie

L Lima

U Uniform

( Open parentheses

) Close parentheses

D Delta

M Mike

V Victor

! Exclamation Mark

’

E Echo

N November

W Whisky

? Question mark

“ Quotation marks

F Foxtrot

O Oscar

X X-ray

: Colon

/ Slash

G Golf

P Papa

Y Yankee

; Semicolon

H Hotel

Q Quebec

Z Zulu

I

R Rome

India

Juliet

S Sierra

→ Align

Comma

Apostrophe

← Indent
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If you have made a mistake in midsentence,
just stop and go to the point where you have
made a mistake. You can insert, overwrite
and delete at any point of the dictation.

03/ start your recording

Dictating Numbers
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Dr. Adam Smart
30, Advocat Street
London W.1
Dear Mr. Smart,
thanks for choosing this PHILIPS digital dictation solution. Making dictation fast and easy means
bearing a few simple things in mind. First complicated names and words should be spelled out so
that secretaries can type them correctly, and punctuation should always be indicated.

At the beginning of each dictation, the type of document, the recipient and how the document
should be sent out need to be specified. Secretaries should be told if a draft is needed beforehand.
Even formatting is quick and easy. Individual words or phrases or entire paragraphs need to be
distinguished clearly from the actual dictation text and specific instructions given on how to handle
them. The command also needs to be deactivated after formatting has been applied.

Because we speak seven times faster than we write, dictation clearly has the potential to increase
productivity and efficiency. At Philips, we develop turnkey technology that is easy to use and
genuinely accessible. By putting your voice at the heart of our business, we enable you to fully
benefit from speech processing products that allow you to simply work smarter. If you have any
more questions about efficient dictation please let us know.
Yours sincerely,
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But technique is not the only key to success. A friendly disposition always helps. A dictation can
be started with “hello” and the secretary greeted by name. The speaker may also want to identify
himself. Politeness is especially important when dictating instructions. And secretaries will always
appreciate a sincere thank you at the end of each dictation.

03/ start your recording

Particular attention should also be paid to numbers. This means, for example, saying “one thousand”
rather than “thousand”, “zero” rather tan “O” or “one eight” rather than “eighteen”. Thinking about
what is said before dictation begins is the key to ensuring the smooth flow of words. This eliminates
confusing hesitations.

02/ before you start dictating

Dictation Test – Original Letter
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Dictation Test –
Text with dictation commands
/This is Maria Clever. The following is a one-page letter. This is urgent, please give me for
signature immediately and send it/
Dr. Adam Smart
30, Advocate Street
London W.1

thanks for choosing this PHILIPS /STOP - spelled Papa Hotel India Lima India Papa Sierra - TEXT/
digital dictation solution /full stop/ Making dictation fast and easy means bearing a few simple things
in mind /full stop/ First complicated names and words should be spelled out so that secretaries can
type them correctly /comma/ and punctuation should always be indicated /full stop, paragraph/
Particular attention should also be paid to numbers /full stop/ This means /comma/ for example /
comma/ saying /quote/ one thousand /end quote/ rather than /quote/ thousand /end quote, comma/
zero rather tan /quote/ O /end quote/ or /quote/ one eight /end quote/ rather than /quote/ eighteen
/end quote, full stop/ Thinking about what is said before dictation begins is the key to ensuring the
smooth flow of words /full stop/ This eliminates confusing hesitations /full stop, paragraph/

Even formatting is quick and easy /full stop/ Individual words or phrases or entire paragraphs need
to be distinguished clearly from the actual dictation text and specific instructions given on how
to handle them /full stop/STOP in bold type/ The command also needs to be deactivated after
formatting has been applied /STOP end of bold type/full stop, paragraph/
But technique is not the only key to success /full stop/ A friendly disposition always helps /full stop/
A dictation can be started with /quote/ hello /end quote/ and the secretary greeted by name /full
stop/ The speaker may also want to identify himself /full stop/ Politeness is especially important
when dictating instructions /full stop/ And secretaries will always appreciate a sincere thank you at
the end of each dictation /full stop, paragraph/

If you have any more questions about efficient dictation please let us know /full stop, paragraph/
Yours sincerely /comma/
/End of dictation. Thank you/
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Because we speak seven times faster than we write /comma/ dictation clearly has the potential to
increase productivity and efficiency /full stop/ At Philips /comma/ we develop turn-key technology
that is easy to use and genuinely accessible /full stop/ By putting your voice at the heart of our
business /comma/ we enable you to fully benefit from speech processing products that allow you
to simply work smarter /full stop, paragraph/

03/ start your recording

At the beginning of each dictation /comma/ the type of document /comma/ the recipient and how
the document should be sent out need to be specified /full stop/ Secretaries should be told if a
draft is needed beforehand /full stop, paragraph/

02/ before you start dictating

Dear Mr. Smart /comma, paragraph/
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Modern voice-to-text transcription software can save you even more time, as it turns your
voice into text three times faster than typing with up to 99% accuracy. You will have to first
“train” the software, so it gets used to your voice and the way you pronounce words. The
latest program versions are able to do this in only 4 minutes.
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Dictating with speech
recognition software

Dictating for transcription using speech recognition software works in a very similar way to
“classic” dictation using an assistant. If you want to spell out a complicated word or name,
you also have to use the international radio alphabet as shown previously.
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To start transcribing your recording you have to say a command such as “wake up”. If you
want to pause or stop your transcription, you will have to say “go to sleep”. You can then
review your dictation at any time and make any necessary changes. If you click on a word,
suggestions of similar sounding words will appear, to make reviewing easier and faster.
There are special versions of the software available, depending on your profession (e.g.
health care and legal). These solutions will be optimized to suit your industry.
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3 Start your recording!

02

Breathe in before you start speaking, this will make
your recording sound more lively

03

Start speaking

04

When you are done with your recording, pause for one second before you press
stop on your device. This is a good habit to have as it will ensure you do not
accidently cut off the last syllable of your final sentence.

05

Making corrections: If you have made a mistake and would like to go back and
re-record a section, stop the recording, wind back your dictation and start
recording again from your desired place. Be careful not to accidently over-write
a recording you would like to keep.
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Start your recording
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4 OVERCOMING selfconfidence problems
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Some people feel “shy” to speak into a recording device. It may take longer for some
people to get used to hearing themselves than others, but “mic fright” is almost always
temporary and goes away with practice.
Everyone who can speak can learn to dictate. Beginners often get frustrated when their
first recordings do not meet the quality they expect. It is not difficult, but it does require
some practice until you can produce high quality work with few or no errors.

Tips to boost your self-esteem

02

Listen to your recorded voice until you get used to the sound of it and it
no longer appears “strange” to you

03

Prepare your thoughts (for beginners, a few notes on a paper might be a good idea)

04
05

Practice: dictate practice texts and play them back to yourself
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Be patient with yourself. Learning how to dictate takes time, but is definitely worth it!
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01

Start off by dictating with nobody else in the room, this will reduce initial nervousness

03/ start your recording

Whether you want to record your thoughts, send emails or compose lengthy reports,
recording and transcribing will save you a lot of time. It is definitely worth investing the time
into practicing, as the time spent practicing is marginal compared to the time you can save
later on.
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